Dear Sir/Madam
Thank you for your Freedom of Information request concerning request IT spend and head
count-WTE.
The Trust can provide the following information:
Revenue spend on IT in 13 - 14 (excluding coding, information and medical records)
Spend on IT systems -2013/14-£ 86K
Pay = £2,039,367
Non pay = £2,534,150
Budgeted Revenue spend on IT in 14 - 15 (excluding coding, information and medical records)
Pay = £2,085,621
Non pay = £2,405,348
Head count WTE in IT = 36
CIP % saving for IT in 13-14
= 3%
CIP saving % for IT in 14-15
= 3%
Which of the following systems are you currently procuring
EPR
EDMS
Portal
Others (please list) Community EPR
Do you have a CCIO
yes/no-- Yes
What speciality is your CCIO from- Medical
How much session per week does your CCIO undertakeAwaiting data on this will send second response as soon as I obtain data.
Apologies for the inconvenience
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If you have any queries about this response please contact the information governance
manager at foi@homerton.nhs.uk , in the first instance. If, following that, you still have
any concerns, you may contact the Information Commissioner either by letter, FOI/EIR
Complaints resolution, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SM9 5AF, or by
email www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk to take them further.
Copyright Statement
The material provided is subject to the HUHFT’s copyright unless otherwise
indicated. Unless expressly indicated on the material to the contrary, it may be reproduced
free of charge in any format or medium, provided it is reproduced accurately and not used
in a misleading manner. Where any of the copyright items are being re-published or copied
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status. Permission to reproduce material does not extend to any material accessed through
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to reproduce such material from the copyright holders concerned.
Yours sincerely
James Cook
Information Governance Administrator
Mike Dunne
Information Governance Manager/Deputy Calidcott Guardian
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